Abstract. In dimensions 2 and 3 it is well known that given two orientationpreserving hyperbolic isometries that generate a non-elementary group, one can find a triple of involutions so that each isometry can be expressed as a product of two of the three involutions; in this case, we say that the isometries are linked.
Introduction
As usual, SO n denotes the group of orientation-preserving isometries of the (n − 1)-sphere. We denote the group of orientation-preserving isometries of hyperbolic n-space by M n , the full group by M n , and the group of orientation-preserving isometries of Euclidean n-space by A n . In general, for any one of these space forms, we denote the group of orientation-preserving isometries by G n , where, unless specifically stated otherwise, we require n ≥ 3. The full group is denoted G n . We will at different times need to talk about the geometry of E n , the n-dimensional Euclidean space whose isometries consist of rotations and translations, and at other times about the geometry of R n , the real n-dimensional vector space. We will usually think of SO n as a group of matrices.
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hyperbolic (i.e., conjugate to a transformation of the form z → −λz, λ > 1) transformations.
The fact that every non-elementary pair of elements of M 2 and of M 3 is linked does generalize to certain special cases in hyperbolic dimension 4.
Theorem 1.4. Every pair of elements of SO
4 is linked.
This result however does not generalize further.
Theorem 1.5.
(1) For n ≥ 3, almost every pair of elements of A n is not linked. We remark that in fact the non-linking above takes place in the full group G n and the almost every language means on a set of full measure in G n × G n . The main tool in the proof of these facts is an investigation of common perpendicular subspaces between two planes-that is, subspaces of dimension 2 in R n . Roughly speaking, two subspaces with non-trivial intersection are perpendicular if they are otherwise orthogonal.
For all n > 0, there are natural embeddings of M n into M n+1 , or SO n into SO n+1 , or A n into A n+1 ; in most cases, there are several such embeddings, but their images are all conjugate.
An element A ∈ M n (SO n , A n ) is an extension if it preserves a co-dimension 1 totally geodesic subspace of H n (S n−1 , E n ). If A is an extension and A preserves orientation on this subspace, then A is a strict extension.
In section 2, we find all elements of SO n , n > 2, that can be written as the composition of two orientation-preserving involutions and as the composition of two orientation-reversing involutions. We use this information to show that every element is a commutator and to find all elements that are commutators of two involutions. As a byproduct, we determine the involution length of SO n . Then, in section 3, we apply these results to obtain the corresponding results for A n . In section 4, we apply the results of the preceding two sections to obtain the corresponding results for M n . The work in the earlier sections is then put together in section 5 to prove Theorem 1.1. Sections 6-9 address the linking question. Specifically, in section 6 we investigate the notion of planes in higher dimensions having a common perpendicular. In section 7, we relate the property of linking in SO n with the existence of common perpendiculars, proving Theorem 1.5 for SO n , n ≥ 5, and Theorem 1.4. In sections 8 and 9 the property of linking is related to elements of M n and A n , respectively. Finally we put the work in the previous sections together to prove Theorem 1.5 in section 10, finishing with some observations. We require n ≥ 3 throughout. Our commutator results do not hold for SO 2 , which is abelian, or for A 2 , which is not equal to its commutator subgroup. We remark that it is true that every element of M 2 is a commutator, although our methods do not yield this result, which is easily shown using computations in P SL (2, R) . We also incidentally remark that there is exactly one element, −1, in SL(2, R) that is not a commutator.
Factoring elements into involutions or commutators has been studied from a mostly algebraic view by, among others, Pasiencier and Wang [4] , Ree [6] , Thompson [7] , and Wonenburger [8] . For work relating discreteness conditions and factoring elements, see Puri [5] . 
Isometries of spheres as commutators and products of involutions
Let A ∈ SO n ; we consider A as acting on E n . Then, by choosing appropriate orthonormal coordinates for E n , we can write the matrix for A in the usual normal form. That is, every entry in the matrix is zero, except for m consecutive 2 × 2 blocks down the main diagonal, followed by 2p entries of −1 on the main diagonal, followed by q = n − 2m − 2p entries of +1 on the main diagonal. For each of the m 2 × 2 blocks, there is an invariant plane P i on which A acts as a rotation; we write the angle of rotation in the plane P i as θ i . Since we have separated out the diagonal entries of ±1, the rotation angle θ i = 0, π.
We remark that it is an easy consequence of this normal form that every A ∈ SO n has a square root. Proof. It is immediate from the definition that if A is an extension, then it preserves the line orthogonal to the invariant hyperplane, and hence has a real eigenvalue. Further, since A is orientation-preserving, it preserves direction on this line if and only if it preserves orientation on the hyperplane. Conversely, if A has a real eigenvalue, then, in its action on E n , it has an invariant line. The orthogonal complement to this line is an invariant hyperplane. A preserves orientation on this line, and hence on its orthogonal complement, if and only if the real eigenvalue is equal to +1.
Proposition 2.2. If A ∈ SO
n is not an extension, then n is even.
Proof. This follows at once from the normal form for an orthogonal matrix.
Theorem 2.3. If A ∈ SO
n is an extension (in particular, when n is odd), then A can be written as both a composition of two orientation-preserving involutions and as a composition of two orientation-reversing involutions.
Proof. We first define the involutions, α and β on the planes, P i , i = 1, . . . , m. For each plane P i , we write α|P i (z) =z and β|P i (z) = e iθ iz . We now have defined α and β in each of the m 2 × 2 blocks. We still need to define them on the orthogonal complement.
We know that p + q > 0. We first take up the case that p > 0. In this case, we first copy all entries of +1 in the matrix for A into the corresponding places on the main diagonal for the matrices of α and β. For our first choice of α, we copy the odd numbered entries of −1 on the main diagonal of A into the corresponding places in the matrix for α, while replacing the corresponding even numbered entries by +1. We likewise copy the even numbered entries of −1 in the matrix for A into the matrix for β, while replacing the odd numbered entries by +1. Depending on the parity of m + p, the resulting involutions, α and β, either both preserve or both reverse orientation. We note that the last q entries down the main diagonal will be +1 for both α and β. We also observe that α and β are conjugate involutions with A = αβ.
We obtain a different choice of α and β, with reversed orientation by looking at one of the entries of −1 in the matrix for A, and switching the two corresponding entries for α and β. That is, we obtain new matrices, α and β, with orientation opposite to that obtained above, by multiplying the entries in both α and β in the (2m + 1)-st position on the main diagonal by −1. In this case, we still have A = αβ, but now these involutions are not conjugate, as they have fixed point sets of different dimensions.
We next take up the case that p = 0 and q > 0. In this case, we define α and β on the 2 × 2 blocks exactly as above. For one choice of α and β, we reproduce the entries of +1 on the main diagonal of A; for the other choice, we replace the first +1 by entries of −1 in both α and β. We note that, in this case, both choices yield conjugate involutions.
Proposition 2.4. Let
A = αβ ∈ SO n . If P i is an A-invariant subspace of E n , then α(P i ) = β(P i ) = P j is also an A-invariant subspace. Proof. Since A(P i ) = αβ(P i ) = P i , α(P i ) is kept invariant by αAα −1 = βα = A −1 . Similarly with β(P i ).
Theorem 2.5. Assume A ∈ SO
n is not an extension. Proof. Since A is not an extension, p = q = 0, and n = 2m. For each i = 1, . . . , m, the action of A on the plane P i is a non-trivial rotation through an angle different from π. We can find involutions, α i and β i , acting on P i , so that A|P i = α i β i , if and only if α i and β i both reverse orientation. Hence we can define the involutions α and β,
Of course, if m is even, then α and β both preserve orientation, while they reverse orientation if m is odd. This completes the proof that we can find the requisite involutions. If we can write A = αβ, then, for each invariant plane P i , there is a perhaps different invariant plane, P j , so that α(P i ) = β(P i ) = P j . Since α and β are involutions, we must also have that α(P j ) = β(P j ) = P i . If P i = P j , then α|P i and β|P i both necessarily reverse orientation. If P i = P j , then α and β both either preserve or reverse orientation on both P i and P j . It follows that, of necessity, if m is even, α and β both preserve orientation, while if m is odd, they both reverse orientation. Proof. We know from the above that either A is a strict extension, or n ≡ 0 mod 4. In either case, we write the matrix for the normal form of A as m = (m + p) 2 × 2 boxes down the main diagonal, followed by q entries of +1 on the main diagonal; that is, we pair the entries of −1 on the main diagonal and consider each such pair as a 2 × 2 box. Then A has a square root, B, with the same normal form structure, and the same invariant planes, P 1 , . . . , P m . Let α i and β i be conjugate orientationreversing involutions in O 2 , keeping the plane
If m is even, set α and β equal to the identity on the subspace orthogonal to all P i , i = 1, . . . , m . If m is odd, then, since either A is an extension, or n ≡ 0 mod 4, we must have q > 0. Pick a line, L, orthogonal to all P i , i = 1, . . . , m , set α|L = β|L = −1, and then set α and β equal to the identity on the orthogonal subspace. We have constructed α and β so that they are conjugate, and so that αβ = α β . Proof. We already know from Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 that this can occur only if A is not an extension and n ≡ 2 mod 4. Further, we know from Proposition 2.1 that, in normal form, the matrix for A has m 2 × 2 boxes down the main diagonal, and no real eigenvalues. Since n > 2, m is odd and ≥ 2. For each i = 1, . . . , m, we write the action of A on the plane P i as A|P i = α i β i , where α i and β i are orientation-reversing involutions. We now define the involutions α, β and γ as follows:
To summarize:
Furthermore, when n ≡ 2 mod 4 any A ∈ SO n is the product of two orientation reversing involutions.
We will also need the following variation of Theorem 2.9 for the parabolic and hyperbolic cases. Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that given above. As above, the normal form for the matrix for A has m 2 × 2 boxes, and no real eigenvalues; however, now m is even. We write α, β and γ exactly as above, and observe that, in this case, α and β reverse orientation, while γ preserves orientation.
If not, then by Theorem 2.9, there are involutions α, β and γ in SO n so that B = αβγ.
Euclidean isometries as commutators and products of involutions
In this section, we find all elements of A n that can be written as the composition of two orientation-preserving involutions, or of two orientation-reversing involutions, and as above, we both show that every element is a commutator, and, for the cases where an element cannot be written as a product of two involutions, we show that it can be written as a product of three involutions.
In general, we restrict our attention to the case, n > 2, since A 2 is not equal to its commutator subgroup. We do note however, that for n = 2, every parabolic element can be written as a product of two involutions, that every elliptic element can be written as a product of two orientation-reversing involutions, and that no non-trivial elliptic element, other than an involution, can be written as a product of any number of orientation-preserving involutions; that is, the involution length of A 2 is infinite. Since a parabolic transformation acting on hyperbolic n-space is conjugate to an isometry of E n−1 , in order to avoid confusion, we refer here to Euclidean space as E m , and its orientation-preserving isometry group as A m , where m = n − 1. It is well known that every isometry of E m can be written uniquely in the form A = T R, where T is a translation of the form T (x) = x + x 0 , and R ∈ O m . The isometry A can also be written, again uniquely, in the form A = RT , where T is a perhaps different translation. It is well known that every isometry is conjugate to an isometry in normal form A = T R = RT . It is clear that an isometry is in normal form if and only if R(x 0 ) = x 0 , where T (x) = x + x 0 . For a transformation in normal form, R is called the rotational part of A, (R = R(A)), and T is called the translational part of A (T = T (A)).
Since our results are all conjugation invariant, we assume from here on without loss of generality that any given transformation is in normal form: A = RT = T R, with T (0) = x 0 and R(x 0 ) = x 0 . Observe that the hyperplane, H m−1 , passing through the origin and orthogonal to x 0 , is invariant under R; define the restricted rotational part, The transformation A is elliptic if it has a fixed point in E m ; it is parabolic otherwise. It is clear that A in normal form is elliptic if and only if T (A) = 1.
In this and subsequent sections, we will use the term orthogonal for its usual meaning concerning vectors and vector subspaces. We will use the term perpendicular in its usual sense as concerns Euclidean and/or hyperbolic flats.
In what follows, we will denote the fixed point set of the element A ∈ A m by F ix(A). Note that if this is not empty, then it is either a point or a translate of a non-empty vector subspace of E m . We say that the line L is perpendicular to F ix(A) if it meets F ix(A) in exactly one point, and if, in the case that F ix(A) consists of more than one point, L is indeed perpendicular to F ix(A).
It is essentially immediate from the definition that if the line L is perpendicular to F ix(α), where α is an involution, then α(L) = −L; i.e., α preserves the line and reverses orientation on it.
Proposition 3.1. Let α = β be involutions. Then A = αβ is elliptic if and only if
has a fixed point, and so is elliptic.
If
It is clear that L is perpendicular to both F ix(α) and F ix(β), that it is preserved
by A = αβ, and that A acts without fixed points on L. In fact, for any x ∈ L, A p (x) diverges to infinity as p increases. Since A is an isometry, it follows that A cannot have a fixed point, and so is parabolic.
We now know that an elliptic element A ∈ A m can be written as the composition, A = αβ if and only if A, α and β all share a fixed point. Hence we can assert that an elliptic element A ∈ A m can be written as A = αβ if and only if it is conjugate to an element of SO m that can be so written. We can also assert that every elliptic element of A m is a commutator. We next turn to the parabolic case. Here we say that A is an extension if its restricted rotational part R 0 is an extension. A is a strict extension if R 0 is a strict extension.
Proposition 3.2. Let L be an invariant line for the parabolic transformation,
Proof. Let x be some point on L, and let A(x) = x + y. Then A −1 (x) = x − y. Easy computations show that x is an eigenvector of R + R −1 with eigenvalue +2, from which it follows that R(x) = x; it then follows that y = x 0 . 
Proposition 3.3. Let
where L is a line kept invariant by A, R and T , and where V is the orthogonal complement, so that R 0 acts on V . If we can write R 0 = α 0 β 0 , then define α and β by α|V = α 0 , α|L = −1, β|V = β 0 and β|L = −1.
Conversely, assume that is the same on any hyperplane orthogonal to S(M ). Hence we can choose α 0 to be the action of SαS −1 on the hyperplane passing through the origin. Then α 0 β 0 is equal to the action of R on this same hyperplane.
We note that, since α and β both reverse orientation on M , α and α 0 have opposite orientations, as do β and β 0 . Proof. This follows at once from the above, together with Theorems 2.3 and 2.5.
Proposition 3.5. Every parabolic
Proof. It suffices to consider A in normal form. Then both the rotational and translational parts have square roots that keep the line L 0 invariant. Hence these square roots commute, from which the result follows. Proof. We can assume that A is in normal form. If A is not the commutator of two involutions, then it is not a strict extension and m ≡ 1 mod 4. Let B be some square root of A; we can assume that B is also in normal form. By Theorem 2.11, we can find three involutions, α , β , and γ , where α and β reverse orientation, and γ preserves orientation, so that R = α β γ , where R is the rotational part of B. We decompose T (B) into a product of orientation-reversing involutions: T (B) = γδ, where γ and δ have codimension 1 hyperplanes as fixed point sets. Set α = α γ, and set β = β δ. Then B = αβγ , where these all preserve orientation.
Combining Theorem 3.7 with the corresponding results for elliptic elements, we have: 
Hyperbolic isometries as commutators and products of involutions
We now turn to the case that A ∈ M n , n > 2.
Proposition 4.1. Let α, β ∈ M n be involutions, with fixed point sets F ix(α) and F ix(β), respectively, and let A = αβ. A is elliptic if and only if F ix(α) ∩ F ix(β) = ∅; A is parabolic if and only if F ix(α) ∩ F ix(β) = ∅ and the (hyperbolic) distance ρ(F ix(α), F ix(β)) = 0; A is hyperbolic if and only if ρ(F ix(α), F ix(β)) > 0.
Proof. It is obvious that A is elliptic, with fixed points at F ix(α) ∩ F ix(β), if these two sets intersect. If the distance between these sets is zero, but they do not intersect in hyperbolic space, then they do intersect on the sphere at infinity. In the upper half-space model, normalize so that this point is the point at infinity. Then F ix(α) and F ix(β) are disjoint Euclidean flats, and α and β both act as isometries on E n−1 , from which it follows that A = αβ is parabolic as an element of M n . If the distance beteen these two sets is positive, then there is a unique line L orthogonal to both of them. It is immediate that both α and β preserve L, and that their composition acts without fixed points on it. Hence, in this case, A is hyperbolic.
It follows from the above that an elliptic element A ∈ M n can be written as a composition A = αβ if and only if, after appropriate conjugation, we can write A = αβ in SO n . Similarly, a parabolic element A ∈ M n can be written as A = αβ if and only if, after appropriate conjugation, we can write A = αβ in
the axis of A, which is the unique hyperbolic A-invariant line, is the common orthogonal to F ix(α) and F ix(β).
Since A preserves direction on L A , we can write the action on the tangent space, at a point on L A , as the direct sum of a stretch in the direction of L A and a rotation R A ∈ SO n−1 . In analogy with the parabolic case, we call the rotation R A the restricted rotational part of A. Proof. If we can write A = αβ, then L A is orthogonal to both F ix(α) and F ix(β); hence α and β both preserve L A while reversing its direction. Then, in their action on the tangent space, they both preserve the orthogonal complement to L A , call it C A . We set α = α|C A and β = β|C A .
If we can write R A = α β , then we extend α (resp. β ) to α (resp. β) by the obvious action of reversing L A , at the point where it meets F ix(α) (resp. F ix(β)).
As in the preceding cases, an element A ∈ M
n is an extension if R A has a real eigenvalue; it is a strict extension if this eigenvalue is equal to +1.
Using essentially the same argument as in the parabolic case, we easily show the following.
Theorem 4.3. Let A ∈ M
n be hyperbolic.
(
1) A = αβ, where α and β both preserve orientation if and only if either A is an extension or n ≡ 3 mod 4. (2) A = αβ, where α and β both reverse orientation if and only if either A is
an extension or n ≡ 1 mod 4. 
Theorem 4.6. If
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that given for Theorem 3.8.
All together:
The proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to gather the requisite information from the preceding sections. The information concerning elliptic transformations can be found in Theorems 2.3, 2.5, and 2.10. The requisite information concerning parabolic transformations can be found in Theorem 3.4 (note that here, if n is odd, then m is even, so every parabolic transformation is a strict extension). The hyperbolic case is covered in Theorem 4.3. We gather this information in the form of a single table. The first row of this table, for example, shows that for n ≡ 0 mod 4, every elliptic element can be written as the product of two orientation-preserving involutions, and that there are elliptic elements in this dimension that cannot be written as the product of two orientation-reversing involutions. 
Perpendicular subspaces
Let P = Q be non-trivial vector subspaces of finite dimensional Euclidean space E n , n ≥ 3. P and Q are perpendicular if there is an orthonormal basis e 1 , . . . , e n for E n , and there are two proper subsets, a and b of this basis, with the following properties.
(1) a is an orthonormal basis for P and b is an orthonormal basis for Q; (2) a and b each contain at least two elements; (3) a ∩ b has fewer elements than either a or b. In the case that a ∩ b is empty, then P and Q are orthogonal subspaces. One easily shows the following. Theorem 6.1. Let P = Q be subspaces of E n of dimension at least 2. The following are equivalent.
(1) P and Q are perpendicular.
It follows almost at once from the definition that if P and Q are perpendicular subspaces of co-dimension at least 2, then P ⊥ and Q ⊥ are also perpendicular. Here we will be primarily concerned with subspaces of dimension 2, which we call planes.
In what follows, we will say that W is a common perpendicular between P and Q to mean that W non-trivially meets both P and Q, and is perpendicular to each of them.
We remark that if P and Q are distinct planes having non-trivial intersection, then there is a unique plane in the 3-space spanned by P and Q perpendicular to both of them. This is essentially equivalent to the statement that if P and Q are distinct complete geodesics on the 2-sphere, then they have a unique common perpendicular geodesic. In higher dimensions, it is clear that the plane spanned by P ∩ Q and any vector orthogonal to both P and Q is a common perpendicular.
In the case that P and Q are orthogonal planes, then one easily sees that for every p ∈ P and for every q ∈ Q, the plane spanned by p and q is a common perpendicular.
From here on in this section, we assume that P and Q are planes that are not orthogonal and have trivial intersection. We will use the following notation throughout. If p is a unit vector in the plane P , thenp is an orthogonal unit vector in the plane P . Similarly, if q is a unit vector in the plane Q, thenq ∈ Q is an orthogonal unit vector. Proof. Let w P ∈ W be a unit vector orthogonal to p. Then w P andp, each of which is orthogonal to p, are themselves orthogonal if and only if W is perpendicular to P . Writing w P as a linear combination of p and q, we see that w P ·p = 0 if and only ifp · q = 0. We similarly see thatq · p = 0 if and only if W is perpendicular to Q.
Interchanging the roles of p andp, and interchanging the roles of q andq in the above, we obtain the following.
Proposition 6.3. The plane W spanned by p and q is a common perpendicular of P and Q if and only if the plane W , spanned byp andq, which is orthogonal to W , is also a common perpendicular.
We note incidentally that if W is a common perpendicular of P and Q, then W and W are orthogonal.
Proposition 6.4. For every unit vector p ∈ P , there is at most one common perpendicular between P and Q passing through p.
Proof. Suppose we had two common perpendiculars, one spanned by p and q ∈ Q, and the other spanned by p and q ∈ Q. We writeq as a linear combination of q and q. Since p ·q = p ·q = 0, we obtain that p · q = 0. Similarly, sincep · q =p · q = 0, we obtain thatp ·q =p · q = 0, contradicting our basic assumption that P and Q are not orthogonal. Proof. Let μ be the maximum of p · q , where p ∈ P and q ∈ Q are unit vectors. Since P and Q intersect trivially and are not orthogonal, 0 < μ < 1. Let p ∈ P and q ∈ Q be unit vectors with p · q = μ. As above, letp ∈ P be a unit vector orthogonal to p, and letq ∈ Q be a unit vector orthogonal to q.
Let q ∈ Q be any unit vector. We can write q = cos θq + sin θq. Then p · q = cos θp · q + sin θp ·q. Differentiating with respect to θ, since p · q is maximal at θ = 0, we obtain that p ·q = 0. Similarly, one obtains thatp · q = 0.
We now know that P and Q have at least two distinct common perpendiculars; we next ask the question whether there might be others. Proof. Assume that A, spanned by the unit vectors p and q is a common perpendicular, and assume that the plane B spanned by the unit vectors p = cos θp+sin θp and q = cos φq + sin φq is also a common perpendicular. Choosep = − sin θp + cos θp, and chooseq = − sin φq + cos φq. Since we must have p ·q =p · q = 0, we obtain (6) cos θ sin φp · q = sin θ cos φp ·q and (7) cos θ sin φp ·q = sin θ cos φp · q.
Since we are assuming that p and q span a common perpendicular in addition to the common perpendiculars spanned by p and q and byp andq, we can assume that none of sin θ, cos θ, sin φ or cos φ are equal to 0. The above equations can then be simultaneously solved only if p · q =p ·q = 0 or, equivalently, if tan 2 θ = tan 2 φ. We cannot have p·q =p·q = 0, for if we did, then we would have that p andp are both orthogonal to both q andq, which cannot be, as P and Q are not orthogonal.
We conclude that tan θ = ± tan φ, from which it follows that p·q = ±p·q. We also observe that for every θ, we can set φ = θ, and so satisfy the above equations.
We next exhibit two examples: one of two planes with exactly two common perpendiculars, and a second example of two planes with a circle of common perpendiculars. For both examples, it suffices to assume that n = 4. Also, for both examples, we take p = (1, 0, 0, 0) andp = (0, 1, 0, 0).
(0, 2, 1, 1).
We conclude this section with the observation that we have proven the following.
Theorem 6.7. Let P be a plane in E n , n ≥ 4. For almost all planes Q ⊂ E n , we have that P and Q intersect trivially, are non-orthogonal, and have exactly two common perpendiculars.
7.
Linking, common perpendiculars, and the proof of Theorem 1.4
We remind the reader that a common perpendicular between subspaces P and Q must non-trivially meet P and Q as well as be perpendicular to each of them.
We will need the following remark for what follows. Suppose the transformation A can be written as the product of two involutions, A = αβ. Let X be an A-
n is called general if the following hold: G1. If n is even, then A has m = n/2 orthogonal invariant planes, P 1 , . . . , P m ; if n is odd, then A has m = (n − 1)/2 orthogonal invariant planes. For each such invariant plane P j , A acts as a non-trivial rotation of order at least 3 of the form z → exp(iθ j )z, where, for every i and every j, θ i ≡ ±θ j mod 2π.
Note that these conditions assure us that if A = αβ, then, for every i, α(P i ) = β(P i ) = P i . We first assume that A and B are linked, so that A = αβ and B = βγ. It follows from the above that α and β each preserve each of the planes P i , and that β and γ each preserve each of the planes Q j . It follows from G1 that, for each P i , α and β both act as reflections, in different lines. Similarly, for each Q i , β and γ each act as reflections in different lines. Since β|P i is a reflection, the fixed point set W of β intersects P i in a line, and, since β(P i ) = P i , W is perpendicular to P i . Similarly, W is perpendicular to each Q j .
Conversely, suppose there is a proper subspace W that meets and is perpendicular to each P i and to each Q j . Define β to be the involution with fixed point set W . For i = 1, . . . , m, define α|P i to be the reflection Aβ|P i . If n is odd, there is a line L, orthogonal to every P i . Define α|L = β|L, so that αβ|L = 1. Since A is orientation-preserving, A|L = 1. We now have that A = αβ. Similarly, for each Q j , set γ|Q j = βB|Q j , and, if n is odd, set γ|L = β|L; then B = βγ.
Theorem 1.4. Every pair of elements of SO
Proof. We first take up the case that A and B are general elements of SO 4 . In particular, A has an invariant plane P , and B has an invariant plane Q = P . Let W be a common perpendicular plane between P and Q. Then there is a unit vector p ∈ W , orthogonal to P , from which it follows, since W = P ⊥ , that W is also perpendicular to P ⊥ . Similarly, W is perpendicular to Q ⊥ . It then follows from Theorem 7.1 that A and B are linked.
The above proof needs only minor modifications for the case that either A or B acts trivially, or as an involution, on or both invariant planes. The only case remaining is that A and B both have the same pair of invariant planes, in which case we can choose W as an arbitrary common perpendicular between the two invariant planes, which are orthogonal. Proof. Since A and B are non-trivial, they each have at least one invariant plane on which they act non-trivially. Let P (resp. Q) be such invariant planes for A (resp. B). If P = Q, then let W be their unique common perpendicular. It is now easy to define β as reflection in W . Then, as above, one can appropriately define α and β. If P = Q, choose W to be any plane meeting and perpendicular to P and proceed as above. Proof. We fix a general element A ∈ SO n , and consider the set of B ∈ SO n so that (A, B) ∈ S. Let P 1 , . . . , P m be the invariant planes of A, and let Q 1 , . . . , Q m be the invariant planes of B. Note that m ≥ 2. We note that the set of B for which there is some Q i either equal to or orthogonal to some P j , has measure zero. Hence we can assume that no Q i is either equal to or orthogonal to any P j . We next note that, by Proposition 6.6, the planes P j and Q i have a circle of common perpendiculars if and only if a linear equality is satisfied. Hence we can assume that for each P i , and for each Q j , there are exactly two common perpendicular planes.
Let W 1 be a common perpendicular plane between P 1 and Q 1 , and let W 2 be a common perpendicular plane between P 1 and Q 2 . Let p 1 be a unit vector in P 1 ∩ W 1 , and let p 2 be a unit vector in P 1 ∩ W 2 . If we had p 2 = ±p 1 and p 2 = ±p 1 , then the space spanned by W 1 and W 2 would include all of P 1 , so A and B could not be linked. We have shown that S is contained in the union of the solution sets of the equations: p 2 = ±p 1 and p 2 = ±p 1 . Since these are equalities, it suffices to construct an example of four planes, P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , and Q 2 , where P 1 and P 2 are orthogonal, Q 1 and Q 2 are orthogonal, and the common perpendicular plane between P 1 and Q 2 meets P 1 in a line that is distinct from the intersection of P 1 with any common perpendicular plane between P 1 and Q 1 .
We construct our example in dimension 5; this example can obviously be embedded in any higher dimensional space.
Let P 1 be spanned by p 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) andp 1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0). Let P 2 be spanned by p 2 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) andp 2 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0).
Let Q 1 be spanned by
(0, 1, 0, 2, −1). We see at once that there is a common perpendicular plane between P 1 and Q 1 passing through p 1 and q 1 , and there is another common perpendicular plane passing throughp 1 andq 1 . Since p 1 · q 1 = ±p 1 ·q 1 , there are no others.
It follows from Proposition 6.2 that there is a common perpendicular between P 2 and Q 1 passing through q 1 if and only if, for some θ, we haveq 1 ·(0, 0, cos θ, sin θ, 0) = 0, and q 1 · (0, 0, − sin θ, cos θ, 0) = 0.
Solving the first equation, we obtain that cos θ = 0, while the second equation yields sin θ + cos θ = 0, which is impossible.
Linking pairs in hyperbolic spaces
It is well known that, except for the case of two elements that share a fixed point on the sphere at infinity, every pair of elements of M 2 , and of M 3 , is linked. For higher dimensions, we will need the following observation. 
Since β preserves both L A and L B , which are assumed to be disjoint, it must pointwise fix their common perpendicular. Proof. We need to show that the set of pairs (A, B) that are not linked has full measure. To this end, we can first assume that A and B are both hyperbolic, with non-intersecting axes, and that their rotational parts are general (that is, satisfy G1 from section 7). Let x and y be the point of intersection of L A (resp. L B ) with their common perpendicular V . Let R A be the rotational part of A. We can think of it as an elliptic transformation centered at x; likewise, we can think of R B , the rotational part of B, as an elliptic transformation centered at y. For n ≥ 6, our result follows immediately from Theorem 7.3. For n = 5, except on a set of measure zero, there are only finitely many possible involutions that link the rotational parts of A and B. Since the axes of A and B are independent of their rotational parts, the involution β that links the rotational parts of A and B will also keep these axes invariant only on a set of measure zero.
For n = 4, we need to look more closely at the rotational parts, R A and R B . We can assume that these each have an invariant plane, and that the action of R A on its invariant plane P A is non-trivial, not an involution and is a rotation through an angle that is distinct from the action of R B on its invariant plane, P B . We can assume that P A and P B are in general position: they do not intersect and they are not orthogonal. We can also assume that the axes, L A and L B of A and B, respectively, are in general position with respect to each other and with respect to the invariant planes; that is, L A does not lie in P Q , and is not orthogonal to it, and L B does not lie in P A and is not orthogonal to it. We note that β must act as a reflection in both P A and P B , and must reverse direction on both L A and L B . Let M A be the line orthogonal to both P A and L A , and let M B be the line orthogonal to both P B and L B . As above, we can assume that M A is not orthogonal to P B or to L B , and does not lie in P B . Likewise, we can assume that M B does not lie in P A , and is not orthogonal to either P A or L A . We can also assume that neither M A nor M B lies in the common perpendicular between P A and P B .
Since β reverses orientation on both P A and L A , and reverses orientation on both P B and L B , and since β must globally either preserve or reverse orientation and must preserve both M A and M B , either β acts as the identity on both M A and M B or it acts as −1 on both these lines. If β acts as the identity on both M A and M B , then its fixed point set has dimension at least 3. This implies that L A = L B , for both are orthogonal to the fixed point set of β. If β acts as −1 on both M A and M B , then, as above, the eigenspace belonging to the eigenvalue −1 has dimension at least 3, which is also impossible, as the common perpendicular plane between P A and P B must belong to the eigenspace for the eigenvalue +1.
Linking pairs in Euclidean spaces
Theorem 9.1. For n ≥ 3, the set of linked pairs of elements (A, B) has measure zero in A n × A n .
Proof. We first remark that for n ≥ 5, the proof of Theorem 8.2, is easily adapted to the Euclidean case. For odd dimensions, a general element of A n has a unique invariant line, so the proof carries over directly. For even dimensions, a generic Euclidean isometry has an invariant plane, foliated by invariant lines. Since, for n > 4, two generic planes do not intersect and have a unique common perpendicular, the proof of Theorem 8.2 applies in this case as well.
In dimension 4, A and B each have an invariant plane. Generically, these two invariant planes will have a unique point in common. Each of A and B will have a unique invariant line through this point, and, if they were linked, the linking involution β would have to act as −1 on each of these lines. This is exactly the situation for dimension 4 in Theorem 8. 
